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Why is Twitter a problem for 
medical professionals?
•  Doctors are required to maintain 

confidentiality 
•  They also have to maintain their 

professional roles even outside work
•  But they are also closely tied to 

various communities
•  Medical associations have provided 

guidelines on use of social media
•  These guidelines are mainly 

concerned with separating the 
professional and the personal

•  I argue that the skillful use of twitter 
involves moving between different 
modes/roles/discourses

Materials and Methods

•  6 twitter feeds (see list on my blog)
•  One month of tweets (May 2014)
•  3489 tweets, 45,210 words
•  Used Wmatrix corpus tool 

h"p://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix	  
•  Reference corpus of non-medical 

tweets
•  Found keywords, key POS 

categories, key semantic categories
•  Used these distinctive features of 

the corpus as basis for coding
•  Qualitative analysis based on 

Roberts & Sarangi 1999, modified 
for this context





The Personal Mode
‘Personal experience discourse is talk [or writing] concerned 
with the individual's experiences and feelings’ [narratives, 
small talk, greetings, sociability] (Roberts & Sarangi 1999)

bloody hell I have had a busy 
day... 
•  I is very frequent in the corpus
•  But I is a negative keyword relative to the reference corpus.
•  The personal can also be indicated by occasional photos of 

holidays, meetings, commuting
•  Is this the default mode for most [non-professional] Twitter feeds?

The Professional Mode
‘Professional discourse is the talk of doctors in 
practice’  [ interviews, rounds, consultation between doctors] 
(Roberts & Sarangii 1999)

•  Twitter names like @wenurses, @IamChirurgicus, @hospicedoctor 
•  patients (purall) typically  modified (older patients, your patients0 
•  (but doctor /doctors not typically modified)
•  Process types: doctors/Drs (drink, believe, choose, learn, tell)
•  Singular doctor – usually a category (a doctor with, a doctor who) 

(+ one instance of Doctor Who)
•  As a:  as a patient, as a gp. as a person with a life,
I got rather a black mark as a senior registrar when I asked for some! 
[supervision]
•  We – most often used in hortatory contexts:
we all need to accept it 

We must stop this
the words we - staff , patients , families – use

The Institutional Mode
‘Institutional discourse . . . language that reifies and abstracts 
[professional] practices’ [such as records, evaluations, 
meetings, exams, supervision] (Roberts & Sarangi 1999)

•  patient (singular) is usually a modiifier
patient-centred, patient care, patient information, patient safety  [cf.  
patients, plural, under Professional Mode]
•  150 instances of care as part of a NP: 

patient-centred care, care staff, 
end of life care, care audit
•  Few instances of care as a verb: a doctor who has time to listen, to 

care  about them

The Public Mode
Public discourse involves talk influencing social change as a 
citizen, celebrity, organiser, author [I’ve added this category to 
Roberts & Sarangi 1999)

•  [responding to UKIP]
@agnieszka_po: @elinlowri I'm one of them. EU Migrant. Nice person. 
Well educated. NHS physio. Shall I be sorry? Well, I'm not. :-) 

•  One indication of this mode is the use of hash tags:
#nhs;  #yodo  [which stands for ‘You Only Die Once’]

•  Tweets can (or can hope to) influence wider policy and political 
change The most striking example in my corpus is @KateGrainger’s 
campaign to get health professionals to greet patients and identify 
themselves:

#hellomynameis
Search	  for	  this	  hashtag	  and	  get	  the	  story.

Hybrid modes: Personal-Professional-Institutional-Public
Almost all tweets by medical professionals can be seen as hybrid
Even the most personal tweets can address policies: dying, work, organisation
Even the most public tweets or retweets involve some personal stance-taking

•  Guidelines warn professionals to be aware of multiple audiences: friends, colleagues, managers, patients, 

policy-makers, media. This is what Marwick & boyd (2011) call ‘context collapse’

•  picking up litter from our hospital corridor, 
relative said you should tell bloody mngmt, I 
smiled, I am bloody mngmt! 

•  Two grammatical features of this hybridity:
Frequent use of deontic modality when crossing one mode to another
(Over) use of the negative projects a possible opposing view

So:	  
•  Focusing	  on	  Public/Private	  division	  over-‐

simplifies	  moral	  issues	  around	  Twi"er.	  
•  A"enDon	  to	  hybrid	  modes	  brings	  out	  

the	  mulDple	  contexts	  of	  tweeDng.	  
•  Twi"er	  can	  bring	  personal	  experience	  

and	  insDtuDonal	  constraints	  into	  public	  
discussion	  of	  medical	  professionals.	  

	  
For	  references,	  twi"er	  feeds	  studied,	  and	  
links	  to	  social	  media	  codes	  of	  pracDce	  for	  
various	  organisaDons,	  see	  	  
h"p://thelanguageoFlogs.wordpress.com	  	  
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CreaDve	  Commons	  –	  See	  h"p://monicalalanda.com	  
for	  more	  by	  the	  doctor-‐cartoonist	  Monica	  Lalanda.	  


